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In this place I'll live forever, well at least for tonight,
can't resist your promising beauty, as I look in those
devlish eyes

I feel the heat, you warm my face, and lead my hand
into that special place, I need to hold you now, feel you
now, love you know and turn your world around,
because,

In this cage I've lived for too long, so I better be strong,
I lived my life with my heart locked, and thought it was
easier, I was wrong,
In disguise we'll try forever with no endless fight, you
and me we'll find out the difference between what's
wrong but feels so right

I can see the pink-coloured sky underneath we fly, and
really need you to hold me now, feel me now, free me
now turn my world around because,

Because you gotta surrender, oh yeah you gotta
surrender, but I still sense some fear in your touch, I
still sense some fear in your touch, still you better
surrender tonight

Stuck forever in a fantasy, still not long enough, I spent
my nights with too many strangers, still you're the one
above, wore a mask to hide the inside, that's all in the
past, so get ready for the outburst coming, and this
time it's going to last

I can see the pink-coloured sky underneath we fly, and
really need you to hold me now, feel me now, love me
now turn my world around because,

Because you gotta surrender, oh you gotta surrender, I
can feel the fear in your touch I never wanted anything
this much

So you gotta surrender tonight...
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